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Edit ID Rejection Message Edit Description Corrective Action Severity Edit Type Edit Status
000001 USR has more than 1 header 

record.
USR must have 1 and only 1 
header record. 

Submit a correction or 
replacement report with only one 
header record. See the 
Massachusetts Statstical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section IV - Header Information, 
item No. 8 - Replacement Report 
Code for more information 
regarding the reporting of a 
replacement report.  

2 Header Reject

000002 USR may only have 1 and only 
1 name record

 USR may only have 1 and only 1 
name record. 

Submit a correction or 
replacement report with only one 
or that does not include a name 
record. See the Massachusetts 
Statstical Plan, Part I - Unit 
Statistical Reporting, Section IV - 
Header Information, item No. 8 - 
Replacement Report Code for 
more information regarding the 
reporting of a replacement report.  

2 Header Reject

000003 USR may only have 1 and only 
1 total record.

USR may have 1 and only 1 totals 
record.

Submit a correction or 
replacement report with only one 
or that does not include a totals 
record. See the Massachusetts 
Statstical Plan, Part I - Unit 
Statistical Reporting, Section IV - 
Header Information, item No. 8 - 
Replacement Report Code for 
more information regarding the 
reporting of a replacement report.  

2 Total Reject
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000004 Exposure class code is invalid 

or expired.
The class code that the carrier is 
reporting must be a valid class 
code (in the class table and not 
expired).  Some classes become 
effective after the policy effective 
date of the USR.  In this case the 
system will use the mod effective 
date of the class for the split period 
to validate the effective date of the 
class. 

Submit a E (Exposure) correction 
deleting the incorrect class code 
by reporting a P update type only 
for that class or a replacement 
report. See the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan, Part I - Unit 
Statisical Reporting, Section V - 
Exposure Record Data, item No. 1 
- Classification Code (Class 
Code) for additional reporting 
information.

2 Exposure Reject

000007 Injury Code (Injury Type) is 
invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable injury code. 

Submit a L (Loss) correction with 
the incorrect injury code reported 
on the P update type row and the 
correct injury code reported on the 
R update type row or a 
replacement report. See the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statisical Reporting, 
Section VI - Loss Record Data, 
item No. 6 - Injury Type Code for 
a list of acceptable codes.

2 Loss Reject

000008 State code is not acceptable. USR was reported with an 
unacceptable state code. 

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report with state 
code 20 (Massachusetts) reported 
in the Exposure State field. See 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section IV - Header Information, 
item No. 3 - Exposure State Code 
for more reporting information.  

2 Header Reject
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000010 Policy Type Identification Code - 

Plan Indicator - is invalid.
USR was reported with an 
unacceptable plan indicator code 
(policy type ID).  

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report changing the 
plan indicator to a valid code.  See 
the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part 1 - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section IV - Header 
Information, item No. 20 - Type of 
Plan ID Code for a list of 
acceptable codes.  

2 Header Reject

000012 Deductible type - 1st 2 positions 
- is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable deductible type (first 
two positions).  

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report changing the 
deductible type (first two 
positions) to a valid code.  See the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section IV - Header Information, 
item No. 22 - Losses Subject to 
Deductible Code for a list of 
acceptable codes.  

2 Header Reject

000013 Deductible type - 2nd 2 
positions - is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable deductible type 
(second two positions).

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report changing the 
deductible type (second two 
positions) to a valid code.  See the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section IV - Header Information, 
item No. 23 - Basis of Deductible 
Calculation Code for a list of valid 
codes. 

2 Header Reject
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000034 Exposure Update type is invalid. Exposure update type is 

unacceptable.  
Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with a valid update type for each 
class code reported on the 
exposure record.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section V - Exposure Record 
Information, item No. 9 - Update 
Type Code for the acceptable 
codes. 

4 Exposure Reject

000035 Exposure Coverage Code 
(ACT) is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable exposure coverage 
code (ACT).

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with a valid Exposure Coverage 
Act code.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section V - Exposure Record 
Information, item No. 10 - 
Exposure Act/Exposure Coverage 
Code for additional reporting 
information. 

2 Exposure Reject

000037 Loss Update Type is invalid. USR was reported with an 
unacceptable loss update type.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
update type for each claim 
reported on the Loss record.  See 
the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 11 - 
Update Type Code for additional 
information. 

4 Loss Reject
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000038 Claim Status is invalid. USR was reported with an 

unacceptable claim status.
Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with either a 
status code of 0 (Open) or 1 
(Closed) for each claim reported 
on the Loss record.  See the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section VI - Loss Record Data, 
item No. 5 - Status Code for valid 
claim status codes. 

2 Loss Reject

000039 Loss Condition - Type of Loss - 
is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable loss type.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
Type of Loss code for each claim 
reported on the Loss record.  See 
the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 13 - Type 
of Loss Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject

000040 Loss Condition - Type of 
Recovery - is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable loss recovery type.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
Type of Recovery code for each 
claim reported on the Loss record.  
See the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 15 - Type 
of Recovery Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject
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000041 Loss Condition - Type of 

Coverage - is invalid.
USR was reported with an 
unacceptable loss coverage type.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
Type of Claim code for each claim 
reported on the Loss record.  See 
the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 15 - Type 
of Claim Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject

000042 Loss Condition - Type of 
Settlement - is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable loss settlement type.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
Type of Settlement code for each 
claim reported on the Loss record.  
See the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 16 - Type 
of Settlement Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject

000043 Loss Condition - ACT - is 
invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable loss act type.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
Loss Act code for each claim 
reported on the Loss record.  See 
the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 12 - Loss 
Coverage Act Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject
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000045 Injury Description Code (Part) is 

invalid.
USR was reported with an 
unacceptable injury part code.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
injury Part code for each claim 
reported on the Loss record.  See 
the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 18 - Part of 
Body Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject

000046 Injury Description Code 
(Nature) is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable injury nature code.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
Nature of injury code for each 
claim reported on the Loss record.  
See the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 19 - Nature 
of Injury Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject

000047 Injury Description Code (Cause) 
is invalid.

USR was reported with an 
unacceptable injury cause code.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with a valid 
Cause of injury code for each 
claim reported on the Loss record.  
See the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section VI - Loss 
Record Data, item No. 20 - Cause 
of Injury Code for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject
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000048 Exposure amount must be zero 

for statistical codes.
Exposure amount must be zero or 
blank when the class cannot have 
exposure in accordance to the 
class table.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
changing the exposure amount to 
zero for the statistical code(s) 
listed on the error report.  Refer to 
the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan, Part I - Unit Statistical 
Reporting, Section V - Exposure 
Record Information, item No. 5 - 
Exposure Amount as well as Part 
VI - Appendices, Appendix II - 
Statistical Class for additional 
reporting information. 

2 Exposure Reject

000051 Exposure amount must be zero 
for this Class Code.

Exposure is not allowed for this 
class code in accordance to the 
class table.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
changing the exposure amount to 
zero for the class code(s) listed on 
the error report.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section V - Exposure Record 
Information, item No. 5 - 
Exposure Amount for additional 
reporting information. 

2 Exposure Reject
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000052 Loss record is not allowed for 

this class code.
A loss record cannot be allowed for 
this class code, in accordance to 
the class table.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report changing the 
claim class code to a valid class 
code. See the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan, Part I - Unit 
Statistical Reporting, Section VI - 
Loss Record Data, item No. 1 - 
Classification Code (Class Code) 
as well as the MA WC and EL 
Insurance Manual located on the 
WCRIBMA website for additional 
information. 

2 Loss Reject

000053 Premium amount is invalid. Check the premium calculation for 
this expo record. Manual rate(as 
percentage) times exposure 
amount should = premium. For 
classes with Exposure Act = 02, 
premium must be within + or - 50 or 
+ or - 2.5% of calculated premium. 

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with the correct premium amount 
reported for each class code and 
statistical code reported on the 
Exposure record.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan, 
Part I - Unit Statistical Reporting, 
Section V - Exposure Record 
Information, item No.6 - Premium 
Amount for additional information.

2 Exposure Reject
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000057 Vocational rehabilitation 

indicator is not acceptable.
USR was reported with an 
unacceptable vocational 
rehabilitation indicator.

Submit a L (Loss) correction with 
a valid vocational rehabilitation 
indicator of "Y" or "N" as defined 
in the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan.  Refer to Part 1 - Unit 
Statistical Reporting, Section VI - 
Loss Record Data, item No.22 - 
Vocational Rehabilitation Indicator 
for more information.

2 Loss Reject

000060 Multiple Effective Date of Rate 
values supplied within the same 
split period.

The rate date should be the same 
for all revised exposure records for 
a given split.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with the correct rate date for each 
exposure record.

2 Exposure Reject

000064 Accident Date is outside of 
policy period.

Accident date of the loss must fall 
within the policy period dates.  The 
accident date cannot be the policy 
expiration date.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report changing the 
accident date or submit a 
reinstatement to the existing 
cancelled policy to allow the claim 
to fall within the policy periods.

2 Loss/ Policy Reject

000065 Claim Number is invalid. If the claim number is less than 12 
positions, it must be reported as 
right-justified and with leading 
blanks. No embedded spaces or 
special characters allowed and 
must consist of only capital letters 
and numbers. 

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate claim number.  
Exclude blanks, punctuation 
marks, or special characters.

2 Loss Reject

000066 Duplicate Claim Number is not 
allowed.

No duplicate claim numbers 
allowed; must check all reporting 
levels.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report, checking to 
make sure that there are no 
duplicate claim numbers.

2 Loss Reject
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000068 Incurred Indemnity amount 

cannot be 0 when Incurred 
Medical amount is > 0 for this 
Injury Code.

If the injury code is 1, 2, 5 or 9 and 
incurred medical is > 0, then 
incurred indemnity must also be > 
0. 

Check the injury code and 
incurred amounts and submit a L 
(Loss) correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
codes/amounts.

2 Loss Reject

000069 Incurred indemnity must be zero 
for this injury code.

If the injury code is 6 or 7, then the 
incurred indemnity and paid 
indemnity amounts must be zero.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with the 
correct incurred and paid 
indemnity amounts.

2 Loss Reject

000077 Claim number is required when 
Total Claim Amount for a loss  
is greather than $2000.

The total loss amount for the claims 
that the carrier placed in a group 
claim cannot exceed $2000.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the correct claim 
amounts and corresponding claim 
number.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section II.

2 Loss Reject

000079 Lump sum indicator is not 
acceptable.

USR reported with an unacceptable 
lump sum indicator.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with a valid lump sum 
indicator as defined in the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section VI.

2 Loss Reject

000080 Jurisdiction state is invalid. Must be a valid state code. Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate state 
code.  Refer to the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan - Part 1, Section 
VI.

2 Loss Reject

000081 MCO Type is either invalid, or 
not compatible with the Policy 
Condition.

If the MCO type is a '01' through 
'06' then the MCO indicator in the 
header record must be a ''Y''.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the correct MCO type 
and corresponding values, as well 
as the appropriate MCO type 
indicator.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section VI.

2 Loss Reject
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000083 Paid medical cannot be greater 

than incurred medical, unless 
recovery is expected and 
coded.

Paid medical cannot be greater 
than incurred medical, unless the 
claim is closed and recovery is 
expected.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the correct incurred 
and paid medical amounts.  Refer 
to Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section VI.

2 Loss Reject

000084 Carrier Code is invalid. The carrier ID must be a valid 
carrier ID in the carrier table.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with a valid carrier ID 
number.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section IV.

2 Header Reject

000085 Matching policy not found. Policy does not exist.  Checks key 
fields (carrier ID, policy number, 
policy effective date) to find a 
matching policy within the 
Spectrum operating system. 

Submit a copy of the matching 
policy showing Massachusetts 
coverage or notify the WCRIBMA 
if the unit was sent in error.

4 Header/ 
Policy

Reject

000086 Exposure State is not the 
bureau state code.

The two digit numeric code that 
represents the state in which 
coverage has been provided.  The 
state code for Massachusetts is 20.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate state 
code (20).  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section IV.

2 Header Reject

000087 Report is too early for policy 
entered.

USR was reported too early for the 
policy entered.

USR will be removed from the 
database.  Resubmit report at the 
appropriate time as defined in the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section II.

2 Header Reject

000090 Policy Condition - Assigned 
Risk - is not consistent with the 
reported policy.

The plan indicator on the USR does 
not match the plan indicator on the 
policy.

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate plan indicator.Refer to 
the Massachusetts Statistical Plan 
- Part 1, Section IV.

2 Header/ 
Policy

Reject
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000091 Policy Expiration or Cancellation 

date does not match the 
expiration date of the reported 
policy.

Reported expiration date must 
match the expiration date or 
cancellation date of the policy in 
Spectrum.

Submit correction or replacement 
report or policy coverage 
(cancellation or reinstatement) to 
match the expiration dates.  The 
cancelled mid-term indicator must 
also be reported on the USR 
header, ("Y"- policy is cancelled 
midterm, or "N"- policy is not 
cancelled), as defined in the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section IV.

2 Header/ 
Policy

Reject

000092 Correction type must be 
compatible with actual data 
changed.

H (Header); E (Exposure); L (Loss); 
T (Total); M (Multiple); A 
(Aggravated Inequity).  Correction 
type must be compatible with actual 
data changed.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
correction type as defined in the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section IV.

2 Header Reject

000093 State effective date is invalid. Endorsement effective date if state 
coverage was endorsed mid-term, 
otherwise blank. Must fit within 
policy effective period.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the correct state 
effective date or leave blank.  
Refer to the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan - Part 1, Section 
IV.

2 Header Reject

000103 Multiple revised exposure 
records in the same split period 
with the same non-standard 
class code.

It is not acceptable to have multiple 
revised non-standard exposure 
records in the same split with the 
same non-standard class codes.

Submit a E (Exposure) correction 
or replacement report with the 
appropriate number of revised 
exposure records of each non-
standard class code per split.

2 Exposure Reject
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000104 Paid indemnity should match 

incurred indemnity if claim is 
closed.

Paid indemnity should match 
incurred indemnity if closed (claim 
status 1 indicates closed), unless 
recovery is expected.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with equal incurred and 
paid indemnity amounts or 
change status of claim.  If the 
claim has recovery, report with 
recovery type of '02', '03', '04' or 
'05' as defined in the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section VI.

2 Loss Reject

000105 Paid medical should match 
incurred medical if claim is 
closed.

Paid medical should match incurred 
medical if closed (claim status 1 
indicates closed), unless recovery 
is expected.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with equal incurred and 
paid medical amounts or change 
status of claim.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section VI.

2 Loss Reject

000106 Multiple exposure records in 
same split period with same 
class code and exposure act for 
this USR.

It is not acceptable to have multiple 
exposure records on the same 
USR in the same split period with 
the same class code and exposure 
act. 

Submit a E (Exposure) correction 
or replacement report with only 
one exposure record per split with 
a designated class code and 
exposure act.

2 Exposure Reject

000108 Exposure Previously Reported 
Indicator - Exposure record is 
either a duplicate or the 
previous record is missing.

Checks all fields in accepted to see 
if this previous record exists.  
Check P records and match on split 
dates, split indicators, class, and 
exposure coverage act. 

Submit a E (Exposure) correction 
or replacement report checking all 
fields so previous line matches 
exactly to revised line on the 
exposure of the previous report.  
Refer to the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan - Part 1, Section 
III.

2 Exposure Reject
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000109 Claim either duplicates 

previously reported claim, or 
previously reported claim 
cannot be found.

Checks all fields in accepted to see 
if this previous record exists.  
Check P records and check using 
claim numbers and accident dates.  

Submit correction or replacement 
report checking all fields so 
previous line matches exactly to 
revised line on the loss of the 
previous report.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section III.

2 Loss Reject

000114 Total subject premium exceeds 
$500 and there are exposure 
records with class code 0990 
with premium > 0.

Total subject premium exceeds 
$500 and there are exposure 
records with code 0990 with 
premium > 0. 

Submit a E (Exposure) correction 
or replacement report with the 
correct premium amount for class 
0990.

2 Exposure Reject

000124 USR must have at least one 
Exposure Record on a Report 
01 Correction 00.

If it is report 01 correction 00 then it 
must have at least one exposure 
record.

If the USR was submitted in error 
or if the USR was submitted with 
an incorrect report level, a written 
deletion request must be sent to 
the WCRIBMA.  If the USR was 
submitted without an exposure 
record, in error, submit a 
replacement report, by reporting 
the R indicator in the 
Replacement Indicator field on the 
Header record and adding the 
exposure record data. 

2 Header/ 
Exposure

Reject

000125 There must be at least one 
exposure record and no loss 
records on this USR.

If correction type = 'E' then USR 
must be a correction to the first 
report and the USR must have at 
least one exposure record and no 
loss records.

Submit a replacement report, by 
reporting the R indicator in the 
Replacement Indicator field on the 
Header record, with the 
appropriate correction type and 
corresponding report and 
correction numbers. 

2 Header/ 
Exposure/ 

Loss

Reject
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000126 Exposure Update Type is invalid 

for 1st Report.
There should be no previous 
records on a report 01 correction 
00.

If incorrect correction sequence or 
report level was reported, a 
written deletion request must be 
sent to WCRIBMA. If report 01 00 
is correct and previous records 
were submitted in error, submit a 
replacement report by reporting 
the R indicator in the 
Replacemetn Indicator field on the 
Header record and eliminating all 
previous exposure records.

2 Header/ 
Exposure/ 

Loss

Reject

000130 Accident Date is invalid. An invalid number or date was 
reported on the loss record.  

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
numbers or dates in the loss 
records. 

2 Loss Reject

000131 Policy expiration or cancellation 
date is invalid.

An invalid number or date was 
reported on the header record.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
numbers or dates in the header 
record.  

2 Header Reject

000132 Policy effective date is invalid. An invalid number or date field was 
reported on the link record.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
numbers or dates in the link 
records.  

2 Header Reject

000133 Calculated loss amount or 
premium amount is invalid.

An invalid number or date field was 
reported on the totals record.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
numbers or dates in the total 
records.

2 Total Reject

000134 Invalid numeric or date field in 
exposure record.

An invalid number or date field was 
reported on the exposure record.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
numbers or dates in the exposure 
records. 

2 Exposure Reject
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000135 Class code not reported on 

exposure card.
A matching class code and 
exposure act must be reported on 
the exposure card with an exposure 
>0.

Submit correction or replacement 
report either changing the class 
code on the loss record to a class 
reported on the exposure or by 
adding the class to the exposure 
record. On USRs that have 
exposure splits, the loss class 
code is compared to the exposure 
records that are within the split 
that would include the loss's 
accident date.

2 Loss/ 
Exposure

Reject

000137 Record Type is invalid or 
unexpected.

Record type code must be 1-7 to 
be accepted.

Refer to the WCIO Workers 
Compensation Data 
Specifications Manual.

2 Electronic Reject

000141 Split indicator must start with 
zero and the reported split 
periods must be in 
chronological order.

The reported split periods must be 
in chronological order.  Also the 
split indicators must start with zero 
and have no gaps.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the correct split 
information.

2 Exposure Reject

000142 Exposure coverage code (ACT) 
is invalid for class code.

If exposure act is blank or '00' then 
the class code must be a stat code.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
exposure act and/or stat code.

2 Exposure Reject

000148 Error matching previous and 
revised exposure records.

Checks for duplicate matched 
record IDs within the same USR.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the correct exposure 
data.

4 Exposure Reject

000149 Error matching previous and 
revised loss records.

Checks for duplicate matched 
record IDs within the same USR.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the correct loss data.

4 Loss Reject

000150 Policy is canceled flat. Checks if policy is cancelled flat.  If 
so, then USR is rejected.

If policy should not be cancelled 
flat, Submit reinstatement.  If 
policy should be cancelled flat, 
notify WCRIBMA and USR will be 
deleted.

2 Header/ 
Policy

Reject
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000154 Unit Level previously processed 

- advise correct filing.
This edit checks if a USR has 
already been entered.

Resubmit USR using the "R" 
replacement indicator.

4 Header Reject

000155 Multiple Effective Date of 
Modification values supplied 
within the same split period.

This edit checks if there are 
multiple (different) modification 
dates supplied within the same split 
period.  Each split period can only 
contain one modification date.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with only one modification 
date per split period.

2 Exposure Reject

000156 Multiple Experience 
Modification values supplied 
within the same split period.

This edit checks if multiple 
(different) exposure modification 
values are supplied within the same 
split period.  Each split period can 
only contain one exposure 
modification value.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with only one exposure 
modification value per split period.

2 Exposure Reject

000158 Loss declared - There are loss 
records in accepted with this 
class code.

If an exposure record is being 
deleted and there is a 
corresponding loss record with the 
same class code, then the USR is 
rejected.

Submit correction or replacement 
report either changing the class 
code on the loss record to another 
class reported on the exposure or 
add the loss class code to the 
exposure records.

2 Loss/ 
Exposure

Reject

000161 Report out of sequence with 
prior reports.

If there is an open claim on a 
previous report, then that claim 
must be reported at the next 
valuation (reporting level).

Submit missing unit report.  Refer 
to the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan - Part 1, Section II.

4 Header Reject

000163 Loss declared and Premium 
Amount for Class Code is zero.

Exposure record is being revised to 
zero and there are corresponding 
loss records with this class code.

Submit correction or replacement 
report either changing the 
premium amount on the revised 
exposure record or changing the 
class on the loss record.

2 Loss/ 
Exposure

Reject

000165 Link data in submission control 
record must be filled with '9's.

Link data in the submission control 
record must be filled with '9's.

Refer to the WCIO Workers 
Compensation Data 
Specifications Manual - WCSTAT - 
Record 9.

2 Electronic Reject
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000168 The ASWG indicator in the 

control record is incorrect 
and/or the carrier is not 
approved to submit this tape.

The ASWG tape submission 
indicator must be blank for non-
ASWG tapes, a 'T' for test, or a 'P' 
for production.  The carrier must 
also be approved to submit this 
tape.

Refer to the WCIO Workers 
Compensation Data 
Specifications Manual - WCSTAT - 
Record 9.

2 Electronic Reject

000169 The tape must contain a 
submission control record.

The tape must contain a 
submission control record.

Refer to the WCIO Workers 
Compensation Data 
Specifications Manual - Workers 
Compensation Statistical 
Reporting Specifications 
(WCSTAT).

2 Electronic Reject

000176 Open claim(s) on previous 
report not reported on this 
subsequent report.

Check for open claims on previous 
reports that are not submitted on 
this report.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with all of the open claims 
on previous reporting levels.  
Refer to the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan - Part 1, Section 
III.

2 Loss Reject

000194 Data receiver code in 
transmittal record on tape does 
not match current state code.

This edit checks if the data receiver 
code is equal to the current state.

Correct ETR and submit file to the 
appropriate state.

2 Header Reject

000206 Premium discount too large. Premium discount (non standard 
class codes 0063 and 0064) 
amount must be less than 20% of 
the total standard premium for 
carriers and less than 24% for SIGs 
(self insured groups).  Edit passes 
if premium is less than $100.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with the appropriate premium 
discount amount.

2 Exposure Reject
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000213 The coding for the deductible 

program is missing or the 
deductible credit amount is 
missing.

If class codes 9663 or 9664 
appear,  then there must be either 
a claim deductible or an aggregate 
deductible amount.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with either the deductible coding 
or the deductible credit amount.  
Refer to the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan - Part 1, Section 
IV.

2 Exposure/ 
Header

Reject

000214 Deductible amount aggregate is 
invalid.

The deductible Amount aggregate 
must be > = 10,000 or 0.

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate deductible amount 
aggregate as defined in the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section IV.

2 Header Reject

000215 "F" (Federal class) classification 
without appropriate exposure 
coverage act.

If the class code is 6801, 6824, 
6826, 6843, 6872, 6874, 7309, 
7313, 7317, 7327, 7350, 8709, 
8726 or 9077 then exposure 
coverage act must not be '01'.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate 
exposure coverage act as defined 
in the Massachusetts Statistical 
Plan - Part 1, Section V.  Also see 
the Mass Workers Compensation 
and Employers Liability Insurance 
Manual - Part 1, Rule XII, Page R-
50.

2 Exposure Reject

000219 The merit rating debit amount is 
not10% of subject premium. 

The premium amount associated 
with class code 9886 must be less 
than 10% of the subject premium.  
Edit only applies if the premium 
amount associated with class 9886 
is greater than $200.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with the appropriate premium 
amount for the merit rating debit.

2 Exposure Reject

000220 The merit rating credit amount 
is not 10% of subject premium.

The premium amount associated 
with class code 9885 must be less 
than 10% of the subject premium.  
Edit only applies if the premium 
amount associated with class 9885 
is greater $200.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with the appropriate premium 
amount for the merit rating credit.

2 Exposure Reject
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000227 This carrier code is not an 

assigned risk carrier.
If the plan type is '02' the carrier 
code must be a servicing carrier. If 
the plan type is '05' the carrier code 
must be a Voluntary Direct 
Assigned Risk Carrier (VDAC).

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate plan type and/or 
carrier code.

2 Header Reject

000228 Assigned risk policies can not 
have premium discount.

If the plan type is '02' or '05' there 
cannot be premium associated with 
class 0063 or 0064.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
removing the premium discount 
class.

2 Header/ 
Exposure

Reject

000256 This pre-ASWG USR needs to 
be manually converted to 
ASWG.

If ASWG indicator is not 'A', 
meaning the USR is a pre-ASWG 
USR, then fail edit.  

Submit replacement report with 
USR as an ASWG unit.

4 Header Reject

000257 Class code requires a partner 
class.

This edit is checking, for example, 
if class 4771 is reported on a USR, 
then class 0771 must be reported 
on the same USR and that their 
exposure must be equal to each 
other.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacement report 
with the appropriate partner class.  
Refer to the Massachusetts 
Statistical Plan - Part 3, A.5.1.c

2 Exposure Reject

000260 Negative loss amount. Loss amounts cannot be negative. Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with the 
correct loss amount.

2 Loss Reject

000263 Claim count and at least one 
loss amount are inconsistent.

Claim count is greater than 0 and 
all of the loss amounts are 0, or the 
claim count is 0 and any of the loss 
amounts are non zero.  Exception 
is if claim is coded with a type of 
settlement code of '05'.  If the claim 
count is greater than 0 and all of 
the loss amounts are 0, the system 
will default the claim count to 0 and 
the edit will pass. 

Submit a correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate claim count and loss 
amounts.

2 Loss Reject
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000264 Expense constant must appear 

on MA single state policy.
Unit which is not multistate but has 
a standard premium greater than 
750 and does not contain class 
0900 and the appropriate expense 
constant premium.

Submit a correction or 
replacement report containing the 
expense constant class code 
(0900) as defined in the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section IV and Part 1, 
Section V.

2 Header/ 
Exposure

Reject

000415 This USR has a report level that 
is greater than 05 with a policy 
effective date less than 
01/01/99.

This edit will check to make sure 
the report number is valid.  If report 
is > 05 and policy effective date < 
01/01/99, then fail.

Submit a replacement report, by 
reporting R in the Rep Ind field on 
the Header record, with 
corrections to the date and/or 
report level.  If the USR was 
submitted in error and should be 
deleted, a written request needs 
to be sent to the WCRIBMA 
contact in the Data Operations 
department.

4 Header Reject

000416 Exposure or premium is not 
allowed on subsequent reports.

Exposure totals are not allowed on 
subsequent reports.  Exposure is 
only allowed on first reports and 
corrections to the first report.

Submit correction or replacement 
report without any exposure 
information reported on the USR.

2 Header/ 
Exposure

Reject

000419 The plan indicator on the USR 
must match the plan indicator 
on the corresponding policy.

The plan indicator on the USR must 
match the plan indicator on the 
corresponding policy.  

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate plan 
indicator.  This plan indicator 
should match the plan indicator on 
the policy.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section IV.

2 Header/ 
Policy

Reject

000421 Invalid accident date for claim 
submitted with catastrophe 
code 48.

The accident date for claims 
entered with catastrophe code 48 
must be between 9/11/01 and 
9/14/01.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate claims and accident 
dates if catastrophe code 48 is 
selected.

2 Loss Reject
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000422 Invalid policy effective date for 

claim submitted with 
catastrophe code 48.

The policy effective date for claims 
entered with catastrophe code 48 
must be between 8/27/00 and 
9/14/01.

Submit correction or replacement 
report with the appropriate policy 
effective date for any claims 
submitted with catastrophe code 
48.

2 Header/ 
Loss

Reject

000428 Deductible coding is not 
consistent.

If the deductible type is 0000 the 
then deductible aggregate amount 
and deductible percent must all be 
blank or zeros. 

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report either 
removing the deductible amounts 
on the header or adding the 
appropriate deductible coding.

2 Header Reject

000434 Death claims with catastrophe 
code 48 require injury part and 
nature equal to 90, and injury 
cause equal to 89.

For claims with catastrophe code 
48 and injury code 01, injury part 
and nature must be 90, injury 
cause must be 89.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate part, nature and 
cause codes.

2 Loss Reject

000439 Losses can not be coded to 
class 9740.

Losses can not be coded to class 
code 9740 (terrorism coding).

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate class code for the loss 
being reported.

2 Loss Reject

000468 Type of coverage including 
employers liability has been 
reported with injury code 06.

If a claim is coded as medical only 
(injury code 06), it cannot be an 
employer's liability claim (coverage 
type 02, 03, 04).  

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report either 
changing the injury code or the 
coverage type.  Refer to the 
Massachusetts Statistical Plan - 
Part 1, Section VI.

2 Loss Reject

000474 SIGs (Self Insured Groups) can 
not submit USRs with report 
levels 6 through 10.

If the USR report level is 06 or 
greater and the carrier is a SIG 
(Self Insured Group), then reject.

Check the appropriate reporting 
level of the unit. 

4 Header Reject

000476 This USR has a report level that 
is greater than 10.

This edit checks to make sure the 
report number is not greater than 
10.

Check the appropriate reporting 
level of the unit. 

4 Header Reject

000488  USR was reported with an 
unacceptable replacement 
indicator.

Replacement indicator must equal 
R or be blank.

Submit a H (Header) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate replacement indicator.  

2 Header Reject
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000515 A-rate class code is not 

approved.
Fail if A-rate class is reported for a 
coverage ID without approval and 
the class has A-rate status on the 
effective date of the exposure 
record. 

Submit an Exposure (E) 
correction or replacement report 
with the appropriate and approved 
class codes in the exposure.

2 Exposure Reject

000524 FEIN must be 9 digits. Federal ID number must be 9 digits 
if it is reported.

Submit a Header (H) correction or 
replacement report with the 
appropriate 9 digit FEIN number.

2 Header Reject

000553 Correction type code is invalid 
for this report level.

If correction type code is present, 
correction sequence code must be 
greater than '00'.

Submit a replacement report, 
reporting the R indicator in the 
Rep Ind field, with the appropriate 
correction type code for this report 
level. 

2 Header Reject

000558 Loss Constant Too Large. For class code 0032, the expo 
summed preminum amount can not 
exceed $50. 

Submit an Exposure (E) 
correction or replacement report 
with the appropriate premium 
amount, less than $50, for class 
code 0032 or to remove class 
0032, as appropriate.

2 Exposure Reject

000565 An Aggravated Inequity report 
can only be filed at the latest 
report level.

If correction type code equals A 
and there is an accepted 
report/correction at a higher level, 
then reject report.

If report was submitted in error, no 
action needed. Otherwise, submit 
a replacement report with the 
appropriate correction type or 
submit a correction report for the 
latest report level with the 
appropriate correction type.

4 Header Reject

000572 The grouped claim reporting 
option is no longer a reporting 
option. All claims must be listed 
individually with the appropriate 
claim number.

The edit fails if the claim number is 
null (signifying a group claim) and 
the policy effective date is on or 
after 1/1/2007.

Submit a L (Loss) correction or 
replacement report to add a 
separate loss record for each loss 
that is included in the group claim.

2 Loss Reject

000574 Class code 9751 is not allowed 
in unit statistical reporting.

9751 is not an allowed USR class 
code.

Submit an E (Exposure) 
correction or replacment report to 
remove class code 9751. 

2 Exposure Reject
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